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ACROSS
1. Extra in some board games
10. Painkiller's job
12. Margaret Wise Brown classic
14. Rock climber's chalk
15. Rattle someone's cage
16. Inn offering
18. Installation, e.g.
19. Crude stool
20. ___ fingerprinting
21. Like a long shot's odds
23. Breath mint that comes in Glacial Breeze flavor
25. UFO drivers
26. "The Black Hole" actress
28. Authority on busy bodies?
30. Some express trains
31. Tywin's daughter on "Game of Thrones"
32. Dir. on some 32-wind compass points
33. Ramp up
38. Sports reporter Winderman
39. Dish served with guacamole
40. Banks & Steelz rapper
41. Flying start?
42. Last call in some towns
43. "Where to Invade Next" documentarian
44. Wipes down
46. Vault location
47. "Duck Dynasty" patriarch
49. Modem speed meas.
50. TD scorers, often
52. Constellation with seven planets
53. Countdown show whose finale #1 song was "...Baby One More Time"

DOWN
1. Voting group
2. Creaky
3. Fashion model von Schlebrügge whose daughter is Uma Thurman
4. Scale used in some summer weather forecasts
5. Mister, in Milan
6. (In) partnership
7. One who works with codes: Abbr.
8. Goaltending spot
9. Opportunity
10. '00s merger widely considered to be the worst in business history
11. Mindlessly plays one's instrument
12. Italian restaurant order
13. Like temperatures just above 0
14. Hobart native
17. Chew
22. Big chunk of lettuce
23. Force of habit
24. Break from the union
27. Side in an all-star game
29. Her signature weapons were chakrams
34. That, down south
36. Even number?
42. "...Baby One More Time"